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X: smooth proj. var. of dim. n/ C,
G: simple linear aEg. group of exceptional t.ype,
G n,r X: non-trivial, n = r(; + l.
Then X is one of the fotlowing:
(1) pt, (2) e6,
(3) E6(tu,), (4) G2((oi + (c)2),
(5) YÅ~ C,
where Y is E6((oi), E7((t)i), Es(coi),
F4((oi), F4(co4), G2((oi) or G2((o2)
and C is a smooth curve,
(6) P(0y $ Oy(m)),
where Y is as in (5) and m År O
Furthermore, the action ofG is unique for each case
if G is simpty connected.
Q Known Results (Andreatta's Work)
l G A X, G: simple atg. gp. of Dynkin type.
      .t r(; := mln






{ dimGIP I P c (; : parubol. sul}gp. }
L
TABLE
GrG Xg,,t,n=r6 6 rG 'Xs,Ln=rG
Atl I't E6 16 E(,clbll)
Bl21-1 e2i-i E7 27 E7{(vl)
Ctil-1 Pt-1 Es 57 Es(u)l)




          tu: dom, int, weight of 6
Vtv: irr. rep. sp. of G with highest weight a)
      G{to): min. orbit of G in P( Vw)
lfn = r6 + 1 and 6 is c]assieal, then X is one of the following:
           (2) Q,t,
           (4) C2(cVL + cD2),
(.s) y Å~ c, where y is P"-i or Q"-1 and C is a smooth curve,
Åq6) P{Oy e Oy(m)), where Y is as in (5) and tn År O.





o Points of Our Argument
G-equiv. extremal contraction of X + G-orbit
           U
  determination of the structure of X.
          Different point
G: classical =År G-orbit: well-known yar.
G: except. =År G-orbit: not well-known var.
Example
X: non-G-homog. var. with p(X) = 1 =År ]G!P c X: ample div,
                                     /t G: classical
=År 61P = IEpt'J1 or cQ"-1
=År X =- P'i or Q" (well-known fact).
t G: exceptional
# GIP 2-t E(,(a)1), E7(")1), J,l's{(vl). I4((ul), I4{tv4). Gi-(tu1) Or
G2(w2).
=År x :-: P6, Q6 or E6(wt) by the following,
(X, L): srn. polarized var. s.t. A E ILI: homog. var. with p(A) = 1.
IfdimA ) 2, then (X, L) is one of the following:
(1)(p'i+1,op,.i(i)),i=1,2, (2)(Q"'1,OQn+i(1)),
C3) (G(2, C2M), Oplucker( 1))i (4) (E6(Wl), OE{,(w])(I ))'
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